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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Secure  operation  of  the  power  systems  is  a major  concern  of  the  power  system  operators,  consumers
and  governments.  Besides  inevitable  malfunction  of  the  power  grid  components,  deliberate  disruptions
caused  by  malicious  attacks  put  the security  of the  power  systems  at high  risk.  Transmission  systems
have  been  targeted  by attackers  to interdict  the supply  of  power  to  consumers.  In  this  paper,  we  address
the  problem  of  the  transmission  system  security  and  develop  an  optimization  model  to  determine  the
optimal  investment  decision  for  the  resilient  design  of the  transmission  systems  against  physical  attacks.
We  measure  the  damage  of the  physical  attacks  in terms  of  the  load  curtailment.  We  model  the  optimal
protection  decision  problem  as a mixed  integer  linear  programming  (MILP)  problem  to minimize  the
investment  costs  such  that  the  risk  of  the  load  curtailment  exceeding  a certain  threshold  value,  after  an
attack  to  the  power  grid,  be  less  than the risk  tolerance  value,  defined  by  power  system  operators.  We
use  the small  6-bus  test system  to  describe  the  problem  and  our methodology.  We  run  our  experiments
on  the  IEEE  24-bus  and  IEEE 57-bus  systems  to test  the  performance  of our model.  Experimental  results
show  that the  developed  model  is a promising  enhancement  to  ensure  secure  and  safe operation  of  the
transmission  systems.

© 2016  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Power grids are indispensable components of modern life. The
safe and secure operation of the power grid is of the highest prior-
ity for power grid operators, consumers and government. However,
disruptions in power supply are sometimes inevitable due to the
malfunction of the power grid components and environmental
issues [1]. As a case in point, weather related power outages in the
United States cost $18–$33 billion in annual average between 2003
and 2012 [2]. Deliberate disruptions, caused by malicious attacks to
the power grids, are major concerns for the power grid stakeholders
as well. Malicious attacks to power grids not only cause disruption
in power supply but also lead to substantial economic burdens for
the utility companies. For example, the recent attack to the substa-
tion in California on April 16, 2013 resulted in damaging 17 giant
transformers and 27 days of repair time [3]. A report from Wall
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Street Journal showed that 274 instances of deliberate damages to
the power grid were reported over the last three years, which put
more emphasis on necessity of enhanced protection and resilience
of the power grid [4]. However, substantial protection costs pre-
clude the full protection of all grid components and encourage
power system investors to investigate critical components of the
system for enhanced security [5]. Damages to the critical power grid
components may  entail cascading outages and cause blackouts [6].
Hence, a risk assessment model is necessary to determine potential
vulnerabilities of the power grid and provide the system operators
with enhanced protection plans within the budgetary restrictions.

Due to the statistics mentioned above, the problem of power grid
resilience against physical attacks has attracted the interests of the
research community as well. The main objective is to determine
the best investment policy for protecting the power grid compo-
nents against physical attacks where the attacker’s resources are
limited [7]. The interdiction attacks cause topological changes to
the power grid which impact is measured in terms of the load shed
[8]. Authors in [9] developed a multi-level optimization problem
in the form of defender-attacker-defender to identify the critical
components necessary to be hardened for minimizing the potential
damages of the terrorist attacks. Multi-level optimization problems
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Nomenclature

Sets and indices
K set of buses
G set of generators
L set of transmission lines
I set of protection levels

 ̊ set of attack scenarios
k index of buses
g index of generators
l index of transmission lines
i index of protection levels
� index of attack scenarios

Constants
Ci cost of the protection level i
Ri reliability of the protection level i
Lk load of bus k (MW)
Sl susceptance of transmission line l (siemens)
ı�l binary parameter which equals 1 if transmission line

l is interdicted in scenario �, and 0 otherwise
Hlk incidence matrix coefficient (−1, 0 or 1) at bus k of

transmission line l
pmax
g maximum generation of generator g (MW)
pmin
g minimum generation of generator g (MW)
fmax
l

maximum capacity of transmission line l (MVA)
  threshold of the load curtailment (MW)
� risk tolerance value of the threshold load curtail-

ment
N attacker’s budget in terms of the number of trans-

mission lines interdicted

Decision variables
xil binary decision variable which equals 1 if transmis-

sion line l is equipped with protection level i, and 0
otherwise

w� binary decision variable which equals 1 if the load
curtailment exceeds the threshold in scenario �, and
0 otherwise

p�g energy dispatched by generator g in scenario �.
(MW)

f�l power flow at transmission line l in scenario �
(MVA)

��k load curtailment of bus k in scenario �. (MW)
��˛(l) voltage angle at the from-bus end of the transmis-

sion line l in scenario � (◦)
��ˇ(l) voltage angle at the to-bus end of the transmission

line l in scenario � (◦)
P� probability of the attack success in scenario �

are complicated. A bilevel optimization problem can be converted
to a single level optimization problem using Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
optimality conditions [10]. Authors in [11] showed that decomposi-
tion methods can be applied effectively to solve large scale bilevel
protection models. Iterative heuristics are also proposed to solve
such complex optimization problems [12]. Computational time in
such problems is of the interests of the research community as
well [13,14]. Game theory models are introduced in [15] to tackle
the defender-attacker problems. The application of game theory
models in defender-attacker problems have been further studied
in [16] as static games and in [17] as leader-follower games. zero-
sum Markov games in [18] and graph theory based methods in
[19–21] are introduced to solve the power grid interdiction prob-
lem. Furthermore, transmission switching has been suggested as

a corrective action when the power grid is attacked [22]. Authors
in [23] applied meta-heuristic methods to solve the interdiction
model with the possibility of transmission switching. The men-
tioned defender-attacker models aim at hardening the power grid
against the worst potential attack scenarios. Besides, the underlying
assumption of the interdiction models is that the protected com-
ponents will no longer be at risk and completely secure. However,
it is not a realistic assumption. To alleviate this problem, we define
a protection reliability index which represents the probability that
the protection mechanism can keep the transmission line active
even after malicious attacks. In other words, protection reliability
index represents the likelihood of the attacker’s failure in harming
the transmission line due to the protection mechanisms placed in
service. Besides, there are situations where decision makers pre-
fer to equip some grid components with partial protections due to
the substantial protection costs. After a comprehensive review, the
author in [24] concluded that it has been difficult in power sys-
tems studies to relate reliability and resiliency to market efficiency
and economic losses. Hence, we  propose a new model for power
grid protection, which provides power system operators with more
flexibility in terms of the resiliency scales against the risk of mali-
cious attacks. Various line protection techniques are introduced in
[25] that incur different costs for utility companies. For example,
intrusion detection devices, access controls, lighting, fencing, cam-
eras, sensors, and buffer zone security are suggested as protection
mechanisms [26] with lower reliability and small to medium cost
investments. Moreover, more reliable protection mechanisms such
as undergrounding or double circuiting of the transmission lines
can be used at higher costs to enhance physical security against
physical disruptions [27]. A communication mechanism can also
be devised to alarm guards/police to accelerate the response time
to intrusions [28]. Hence, we consider the possibility of different
protection levels and study risk in our model formulation as a deci-
sion parameter where the protected components are less likely to
be tampered by attackers.

2. Protection optimization model

This paper aims at developing a protection model to equip crit-
ical components of the transmission systems with more reliable
protections. Attackers may  target the physical structure of the
power grid such as transmission lines, transmission towers or insu-
lators [28]. These attacks incapacitate the entire transmission line
and cause insufficient available transmission capacity that even-
tually interrupt the balance between power supply and demand.
Therefore, control actions such as load curtailment/shedding need
to be taken after an attack in order to stabilize the system [29].
Load curtailment reduces lower-priority loads with the permission
of the customers; in case curtailment is not sufficient to prevent
power imbalance or there is not enough time to implement the
load curtailment, load will be shed [30]. The goal of this paper is
to minimize the investment costs of protection such that the risk
of load curtailment/shedding exceeding a certain threshold value
would be controlled. The assumptions of our proposed model are
as follows.

• There are potential protection mechanism which provide trans-
mission lines with different reliability levels at different costs.

• Attackers have limited budgets to tamper with the system.
• Attackers do not have complete information about the protec-

tions plans.
• The risks are calculated in terms of total load curtailment.
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